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capacity of 12 cubic yards per hour, and is used in small plants in the Urals as an auxiliary washer.
3. Pan Washings.—Sandy clays cannot he economically disintegrated in a trommel, and are, therefore, treated in a washing pan, or Chasha, which is similar to the puddling machine used in Australia (Perret). Eig, 45 represents a chasha in plan and elevation.1 The pan usually consists of cast iron, and is from 8 to 16 feet in diameter, with vertical sides from 1 to 5 feet high. The bottom is of cast iron or sheet steel, "and has numerous holes in it of about £- inch in diameter, widening downwards. The bottom is divided into 25 sectors, between which are deep groves for the collection of the pebbles. Through a circular opening in the centre of the pan there passes a revolving axis to which are suspended eight horizontal arms studded with vertical iron teeth, some of these being shaped like plough-shares. The revolution of these arms effects the disintegration of the sandy clays, which are fed into the pan together with water and puddled until fine enough to pass through the holes in the bottom, and the stones are removed at intervals by opening little gates placed opposite the radial grooves, or by a trap-door in the bottom. The disintegrated gravel falls from the pan on to concentration tables, similar to those used after disintegration in the trommel. At Berezovsk the pan is 11| feet in diameter and 5 feet deep, and the arms revolve at the rate of 25 turns per minute. As a rule, about 3 or 4 cubic yards of material are tipped into the chasha at a time, and after about five minutes' puddling the stones are discharged and another charge added. In this way from 25 to 30 cubic yards are washed per hour in a chasha of 12 feet diameter.2 The water consumed, including that required for power, is about ten times the volume of the sand.
Beach Mining.—Beach mining is a comparatively unimportant form of shallow placer mining. The sea beaches on parts of the coasts of California, Australia and New Zealand contain small quantities of gold, which have been proved, in all cases in which the matter has been investigated, to be derived from the cliffs, in which the gold is generally less concentrated. Some streaks of black sand, however, in the " Gold Bluf!,3' California, have yielded $135 or 6| ozs. per ton by actual working.3 The waves of the sea wash down and partially concentrate the poor sands, and, under certain rather exceptional circumstances, as the tide goes out the surface of the beach is left covered with black sand, in which numerous specks of gold occur. This is carefully scraped up and transported inland to be washed, as sea water is not well adapted for the purpose, although it was used by one Californian company. The next tide usually washes away all the valuable material which has not been collected, or else covers it with barren sand. There is great difficulty in washing the black sand in California, as it consists largely of rounded grains of magnetite, the density of which is about 5-0, while the gold is in minute Hakes and scales, which can be seen under the microscope to be oblong in shape, and thicker at the sides than in the middle (a shape due to continued pounding of a malleable material). This form is so easily moved and buoyed up by water that it is difficult to get a " colour " with the pan, and the amount caught by the mercury in sluices or long-toms is usually an insignificant proportion of the total assay value of the sand.
1 Perret, Trans. Inst. Mng. and Met., 1912, 21, 671.    Reproduced with the permission of the Institution.
2Perret, he. tit.                                           3 Prod. Prcc. Met., U.S.A., 1884, p. 557.

